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Pop-Up Box
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6. Glue together matching the letters.  When you are done, the hooks
    should be inside the box.
7. After glue has dried, use the crochet hook to insert the rubber
    band through a gap in the side of the box and attach one end of
    the rubber band to hook A and the other end to hook B.  The
    rubber band should be loose enough so that you can push down
    on the box top and completely flatten it without collapsing the
    sides, but tight enough so that when you let go of the box, it pops
    up and holds it's shape.

Instructions

You will need:

A small rubber band  that stretches fairly easily from 1 1/2" to 3" (the harder it is to stretch the heavier the card stock requirement)

A bone folder or some other type of scoring/creasing tool
A crochet hook (for attaching rubber band)
Medium to heavyweight cardstock
Printer

1. Print the pattern on medium to heavy weight card stock (just make
    sure it's not too heavy for your printer!)
2. Cut out the top and bottom of the box
3. Score on all solid lines.
4. Fold in on all solid lines (so the print will be on the inside of the box).
    Crease well.
5. Lay flat as shown with tabs and hooks folded in
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1 1/2" unstretched easily stretches to 3"
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